Greetings!

FORWARD THIS TO ANY NURSE YOU MAY KNOW WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED!

Don’t forget Duke American Assembly of Men in Nursing will be meeting **Friday, Mar 11 500pm Rm 1011.**

Here are some things to keep on your radar!

- We will officially begin having regular **DAAMN meetings the second Thursday of every month** beginning in April! Put it on your calendar! Location TBA

- Get DAAMN strong! **Crossfit Durham** is hosting a FREE class at DUSON to cover ergonomics, basic anatomy and biomechanics, lifting techniques, and pre/post shift prep exercises specifically tailoring to nurses! **March 11 4p-6p in Rm 1011**!

- We will be discussing officer positions and elections. DAAMN is looking to fill officer positions especially the **President-Elect** (president-to-be) position by this fall! Come to the meeting or email me if you are interested! Its a great opportunity and a great way to build your resume.

- **March of Dimes Fundraiser** is still happening! Join the students team and get sponsors for the 5k to support premature babies and research!

  **Here is the link:** marchforbabies.org/team/DUSONSTUDENTS

- DAAMN is currently working with DUSON to formulate a **Nurse-Nursing Student Mentor Program** that can give ABSN students an opportunity to build a nursing network and use their nurse mentor as a resource throughout their program and their career. More to come!

- Dr. Karin Reuter-Rice is a part of a campaign that is advocating for more pediatric nurses ([http://www.ipedsnursing.org/ptisite/control/index](http://www.ipedsnursing.org/ptisite/control/index) for details) and a presentation and **pediatric nursing panel**! Look out for this **April 21 at 5pm in Rm 1011** Great networking opportunity if you are interested in Pediatric Nursing!
The Institute of Pediatric Nursing
www.ipedsnursing.org

The mission of the Institute of Pediatric Nursing (IPN) is to create a healthy future for our nation through a unified network of pediatric nursing organizations ...

Let me know if you have questions!

Jacob Sandefur
DAAMN President
ABSN Fall 2016